MONSTER MASH

DC8422_Brite
I Want a Monster
Fat Quarter

DC8424_Mist
Furry
Fat Quarter

DC8425_Citron
Eyes See You
Fat Quarter

DC8425_Turquoise
Eyes See You
Fat Quarter

DC8426_Keylime
Noisy
Fat Quarter

DC8427_Brite
Monster Walk
Fat Quarter

SC5333_Lava
Cotton Couture
Fat Quarter

SC5333_Seafoam
Cotton Couture
Fat Quarter

DC8424_Acid
Furry
Fat Quarter

DC8424_Lava
Furry
Fat Quarter

DC8424_Turquoise
Furry
Fat Quarter

DC8424_White
Furry
Fat Quarter

DC8425_Melon
Eyes See You
Fat Quarter

DC8428_Metal
Monster Poo
Fat Quarter

SC5333_Clay
Cotton Couture
Fat Quarter

SC5333_Lagoon
Cotton Couture
Fat Quarter

BINDING
DC8428_Black
Monster Poo
1/2 Yard

BACKING
Your Choice
4 Yards
**CUTTING:**

WOF = Width of Fabric

See diagrams below for cutting details.

**From each of 8 "A" fat quarters, cut:**


**From each of 8 "B" fat quarters, cut:**


Save excess for appliqué

**From binding fabric, cut:** [6] 2-1/2" x WOF strips
PIECING:

Randomly select [4] 3-1/2" squares and sew together to make a four-patch. Press seams as indicated by arrows. Press final seam open. Repeat to make a total of [12] four-patches in a variety of prints.

APPLIQUÉ:

Trace appliqué shapes (Page 5-12) onto the paper side of fusible web. DO NOT cut the shapes on the drawn line. Cut them apart at least 1/8" outside the line. Lay a fusible web shape, paper side up, on the wrong side of an appliqué scrap and press according to fusible web manufacturer’s directions. Let fabric cool, then cut out shape on the drawn line. Repeat for remaining appliqué shapes.


Working with one monster at a time, peel off paper from appliqué shapes and arrange appliqué on background fabric. Fuse to background, following manufacturer’s directions. Repeat with remaining monster shapes.

Stitch the appliqués using the stitch of your choice. We used a blanket stitch. You may also use a zig zag, satin or straight stitch.

ASSEMBLY:

Arrange all blocks as shown on Page 4. Sew blocks together in sections. Press as indicated by arrows or press all seams open.
Complete the quilt top by sewing the four sections together. Press seams in either direction.

Quilt and bind.
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APPLIQUÉS
Trace or copy at 100%, do not resize.
Do not mirror image.
See page 2 for details appliqué instructions.
AAAAH!
GRR!

Monster #5
wings
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